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Since it's inception in 1996, the Porto bello Film
Festival has enjoyed success as one of the largest
independent film festivals in Europe. As well as
screenings of over 500 films, the festival hosts a
multitude of other events - including live sets, com-

(Lonestar Productions)

The title is quite misleading
although this does not mean it is
any less worthy as a critical
account of cinematic form. For
two and a half hours, Slavoj
Zizek, who solely presents this
documentary, delves deeply into
concepts of reality and fantasy
and psychoanalyses cinema
using a wide range of films from
the 1930's up to the present day.
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Any short film festival tends to be rather hit and miss and
Portobello is no different. But hey; if something doesn't interest
you there'll be something fresh imminently. Clash caught a fair
few gems along the way.
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Nike Hatzidimou's Rootical was a leading work amongst the
documentaries. The film follows Charlie Phillips, an AfroCaribbean photographer who documented the social implications of immigration in Notting Hill. Rootical examines the cultural changes that the area has gone through over the past fifty
years as well as the lack of representation of Afro-Carribean history and culture in London museums.
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to listen with intent. The fact he seems to
be not talking from any script or autocue
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The Portobello Rim Festival will doubtless retum next summer.
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